
Welcome New Facility: Alexandria, La. Air Traffic
Control Tower (AEX/DoD)

NATCA is excited to welcome the members of Alexandria (La.) Air Traffic
Control Tower (AEX) to the NATCA family. AEX is one of NATCA’s
Department of Defense (DoD) represented facilities. NATCA represents the
air traffic control specialists who work for different branches of DoD service.
AEX has five NATCA members, and fully staffed could have seven
members. 
 
“As a NATCA FacRep, first and foremost, I look forward to making sure
members receive fair treatment, have representation, and are able to
provide input with management whether it be to improving working
conditions, daily operations, procedures, etc.,” said AEX FacRep Damon
Cain. “Also I look forward to promoting the safety and efficacy of operations
for both controllers and the flying community at AEX.”



AEX opened services for the first time in August 1993, after the December
1992 official closure of England Air Force Base. On April 1, 1999, the Air
National Guard assumed operational control for air traffic services. AEX is
responsible for Class D Airspace and provides services 24/7, and ground-
controlled approach services are also provided when operational. AEX
works with Fort Polk Approach (POE) and Houston Center (ZHU).
 
AEX serves in a number of roles including as a staging base for both
military training and transfer operations and disaster relief, as an intermodal
transportation facility, as an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
staging base, and as an educational campus and flight school.
 
“Weather is a regular factor here. Heavy thunderstorms, hail, hurricanes,
and tornados are a common way of life in Louisiana,” Cain said. 
 
Given the unique roles that the facility serves, AEX controllers handle a wide
variety of aircraft. “From military helicopters, your usual civilian general
aviation, air carrier and air taxi, military fighters and training aircraft such as
T6s and T38s, heavy fixed wing like KC135s and C5s, E145s to 747s. Pretty
much, if you name it, we got it,” Cain said. “Pretty often we get military
training operations for the U.S. Army base Fort Polk. During these
exercises, is when we see the biggest influx in traffic volume with Army
helicopters and Air Force fixed wing assets on top of our usual traffic.”



 
Welcome to the NATCA family, AEX members! 

July NEB Minutes Now Available

The minutes from the National Executive Board (NEB) meeting in Seattle on
July 13-14 are now available on the NEB minutes page of the website. Click
here to view them. 

NATCA Holds Enrollment Open Season for Long-
Term Disability Program

NATCA is hosting an enrollment open season for its popular UNUM group
long-term disability (LTD) program. LTD insurance provides financial peace
of mind and protects your income. It can be the most important part of your
overall benefits package, and NATCA offers members the opportunity to
purchase it at affordable group rates.
 
“If there is one piece of advice I would offer to every NATCA member, it
would be to purchase UNUM LTD Insurance,” retired Indianapolis Center
(ZID) member Kevin Brown said. “It should be the number one thing on your
to-do list. You truly can’t afford to not do it.”
 
Enroll now, during NATCA's first open season in two years, at
natcadisability.com.

https://www.natca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Signed-July-NEB-Seattle-13-14-Meeting.pdf
http://natcadisability.com
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